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ABSTRACT 

Project Name: Logan Square lntergenerational Art & Garden Project 

Address: Milwaukee Avenue and Kedzie Boulevard City/State/ZIP: Chicago, IL 60647 

1. Give a brief overview of the project including major project goals. 

The lntergenerational Art and Garden Project is a partnership between archi-treasures, 
Logan Square Neighborhood Association, and Logan Square Walks to address a 
particularly uninviting spot in the Logan Square Neighborhood- the CTA Station at 
Kedzie Boulevard and Milwaukee Avenue. The project is being developed in several 
phases to create a pedestrian-friendly area with seating, gardens, and public art. 

Cuentos en Ia Pared is a sculpture designed by and for the Logan Square community. 
In summer of 2005, an intergenerational team of six senior citizens from Logan Vistas 
Apartments and six local high school students collaborated on a public art 
installation titled Cuentos en Ia Pared, (Story on the Wall). The installation has three 
components: a sculptural wall relief, hand painted wooden figures distributed throughout 
the community, and an interactive audio piece. 

Cuentos en Ia Pared gives the Logan Square neighborhood a voice: its beautifully 
etched timeline records community observations with line drawings by the teens, ten 
perforated steel silhouette cutouts of Logan Square residents stroll across the wall, and 
an audio interview of over 130 local inhabitants sounds off- engaging pedestrians with 
multilingual facts and fiction about the Logan Square neighborhood. 

The steel silhouettes are mirrored throughout the Logan Square community with 
figurative paintings on wood. These are placed in key community locations such as: 
Logan Square Neighborhood Association, Logan Vistas Elderly Apartments, 351

h Ward 
Office, Logan Square Library, and the 141

h District Police Station. 

Adjacent to Cuentos en Ia Pared is the Paseo Prairie Garden, a native garden with 
winding walkways designed to promote pedestrian friendly activity within the community. 
Native Illinois plants are clearly labeled so that visitors can learn while enjoying a 
peaceful stroll in the garden. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? 

The project beautifully transformed an abandoned public space that was home to drug 
deals, loitering, and litter. By using archi-treasures participatory design and build 
process, people from many different backgrounds, cultures, and classes were involved 
and contributed to create a true sense of place. The process of developing the project 
was, and is, as important as the final product. The intergenerational aspect of the 
project was especially important, bridging a barrier characterized by fear on the part of 
seniors, and, at best, disinterest on the part of youth. New relationships were forged, 
citizenry was actively engaged, and public space within the community was creatively 
regenerated. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

• • 
1. Describe the underlying values of the project What, if any, significant trade-otis were required 

to implement the project? 

Reclamation of abandoned public space through community involvement in the urban 
landscape. Socially based design practices informed the creation of a 2,500 foot 
Garden Space and Sculptural Mural. Community interaction froni concept, design and 
implementation created a new social space as well as community moniker. Goals of the 
project were to assist the community with implementation of their ideas -from design, to 
building and implementing said design, to a final community celebration of the success. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant information on urban 
context 

Many amazing events occurred on the project from the gathering of neighbors meeting 
neighbors to a positive reclamation of the space. Goals were to reactivate the space, 
create a new identity, respect the history of the neighborhood, and work within 
collaborative processes. "lntergenerational" was a topic selected by Logan Square 
Neighborhood Association (LSNA); the youth and seniors learned about community in a 
new way, and were able to understand the larger social issues of age, race, language 
and the politics of place. Change occurred. Words were formed into a visual experience 
with poetry, text and facts of history. The space was once a forgotten public place 
notorious for gang violence and a drug runner's haven. It was magically transformed by 
the kind gentle presence of 5 senior citizens and 5 youth from the community. To 
establish a "safe" place for all to enjoy and to participate with as seasons offer new 
plants, ideas and people to activate the space. 

Logan Square is located on the Northwest Side of Chicago and has a population of 
82,715. 65% of the population is Latino, 5.6 African American. 19.8% of the population 
have income below the poverty level. 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process including community participation where 
appropriate. 

Three phases of the project: Cuentos en La Pared, is a contemporary sculptural 
approach to the notion of "mural", working to invent collaboration with an 
lntergenerational project team we were able to use historical precedents of the Chicago 
Mural movement to revive the space with interactive sound "talking" sculptural forms. 
Historic information was activated by innovative contemporary drawings by community 
members etched on stainless steel plates. El Paseo Prairie Garden is a community 
garden encompassing a grand gesture of re-design and activation of the plaza 
landscape via socially sustainable practices. Both projects form the whole work offering 
a multi-use space, rejuvenating a dead historic public space has become enriched 
through the new ownership and renewed vitality creating an urban green space. Third 
Phase is where fundraising is needed to complete implementation of the overall vision of 
the project. 
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Historic Timeline 
Working with Historian Ward Miller, the youth anp senior citizens collaborated with the 
community on understanding what Logan Square means to them through the lens of 
history. A stainless steel etched plate with drawings interpreting the history is 
communicated with 5 languages included in the text. 

Sculptural Figures 
The plasma-cut mild steel silhouettes of citizens in the neighborhood are a working trellis 
and house audio components, which are sensor activated by pedestrian movement. The 
ambient world languages are triggered when a passer-by sets the subtle aural tones to 
life. The figurative silhouettes represent an approach which translates conceptually 
intergenerational views of daily life in our community. Interviews were taken from over 
150 people during a one month time period; teaming with sound artist, Gordon Kummel, 
the youth learned from the activity of interviewing people from the community, as well as 
learning about people from the vast array of cultural backgrounds who call this area 
home. 

Garden 
Containing a prairie garden, as well as a lush herbaceous border with walking paths, the 
garden is a retreat against the busy Milwaukee Avenue nearby. Volunteers from the 
community, from the Safer Foundation, and from the University of Chicago helped to 
plant the garden on workdays and seniors from Logan Vistas Apartments are helping to 
keep the garden watered. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot cost were 
applicable. 

USC/Chicago New Communities Program 
Illinois Arts Council 
Hispanic Housing Development Corp. 
After School Matters 
Illinois Department of Human Services 
Donations - plant and hardscape materials 
Total 

$29,000 
$ 1,500 
$ 1,000 
$3,375 
$28,500 
$3,500 
$66,875 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to 
other urban settings? 

The Logan Square lntergenerational Art & Garden Project is a reclaimed public space 
consisting of sculpture and green space brought to realization through socially based art 
activities where dialogue is a tool for positive change. Collaboration created a space for 
community exchange where the neighborhood could see the visible change in progress 
made over time to this forgotten public space. The important mutual ownership fostered 
by neighbor meeting neighbor has imparted a legacy within the community to care for 
the space, as well as changed the previous social dynamic of the place. A sustainable 
social place has been created through collaborative processes, ownership, and activity, 
with art and design as the catalyst. The model is adaptable to other urban settings, 
particularly those where diverse groups of people would benefit from community building 
activity. 
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1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

When working with the seniors at Logan Vistas Elderly Apartments I had to pass by this terrible area near the 
train station that was a real eyesore. The apartment building has no yard or green space for the seniors to be 
outdoors so I imagined that this space near the train could be transformed into a wonderful outdoor plazita 
with art and gardens and places for the seniors to sit and maybe play dominoes. As part of my work with 
Logan Square Neighborhood Association I brought together different organizations, businesses, a local 
church, high school students and the seniors to work on the project and applied to the CTA's Adopt a Station 
Program for permission to create a new mural on the waiL I also applied to After School Matters, a program 
that pays young people to work on community projects during the summer. I met with Lisa Reed, the 
counselor at Kelvyn Park High School, who helped to identify youth artists to participate in the project During 
the summer program I organized with the youth and seniors every day for 6 weeks and acted as the liaison 
with the After School Matters staff and other stakeholders. We visited other community murals and gardens 
throughout the city so we could envision what our project would look like. Our art and garden has brought new 
life to our community. It is 3 dimensional, it speaks to you of our history in multiple languages, has a historical 
timeline of our community embracing the wall, and has native Chicago prairie plants with a "Paseo" brick 
Nalkway flowing through the garden. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning the project? 

The site was in real need of beautification. There was an existing mural on the long wall adjacent to the 
station that was peeling and covered with graffiti. There was loitering, drug dealing, public intoxication, and 
men would use the wall as an outdoor urinaL It was unsafe. At the same time, this is a site that hundreds, if 
not thousands of people pass by every day to take the train to go to O'Hare Airport or downtown, Chicago. 
Located in the heart of our community near the Logan Square Monument, this site should be a place where 
we show off our very best 

Another important issue that we were trying to address with a group called Logan Square Walks, was the 
terrible traffic that speeds through this area making it impossible for people, especially the seniors, to cross 
the streets. Logan Square Walks began to discuss the idea of planting a garden with new pathways as a way 
to slow people and traffic down in this area. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 

Raising the money to do this project took much longer than we anticipated. We ended up dividing the project 
into phases so that we could continue to fundraise as we went along. Also, the formal process required by the 
CTA for approving plans and drawings took a lot longer than we expected, causing us to compromise by 
postponing the installation of the sculpture and the celebration. 

4. Has the project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

Absolutely. The bright blue wall with the yellow steel people silhouettes is visible from a great distance and 
when I am driving into the area the project is very recognizable. The difference in how this area looks and 
feels is incredible. What was once an eyesore has become a gem of the community. It is safer, colorful and 
full of life. People talk about the project and I am always filled with pride knowing that I participated. The 
seniors have benefited from the project in many ways - they love getting to know new people and having 



something to work on. They take care of the garden, help by watering and cleaning up. A young artist from 
Norway did a project this fall where she and several volunteers knitted sweaters for the trees, in our garden. 
As part of the project she volunteered to teach the seniors once a week for 2 hours how to knit. All in all it has 
~een a wonderful experience for them and everyone else to enjoy. The best part was engaging people of all 
iges and cultures, and the building of new relationships with neighbors we didn't know before. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process that you went through? 

We learned that the CTA's approval process takes a long time and the next time that we do a project like this 
we'll begin negotiations with them much earlier. I also think that one of the great things about the project in 
Phase 1 was our partnership with After School Matters and that the young people in our community had 
summer jobs. In Phase 2 we mostly worked with volunteers and I don't think it was as effective. My greatest 
wish is that these types of projects will continue and that my organization, Logan Square Neighborhood 
Association and the community will continue to be involved and support public art in our neighborhood. 
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1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

I was part of the original subcommittee of the Logan Square Walks (LSW) organization that initiated the 
native prairie garden element of this project. In the spirit of true grassroots organizing, another LSW member 
and I were chatting one day about the fallow patch of green space adjacent to our local public transit stop. 
We lamented the amount of unrealized potential at the site, and decided perhaps there was something we 
might do to enhance both its aesthetics and pedestrian-friendliness. We made inquiries into various city 
agencies as to the land's ownership. When we went through all possible channels and discovered that no 
one seemed to lay claim, we decided to appropriate the space and create something beautiful. We relied on 
local business owners and the alderman's office for our seed money, and enlisted the help of a local 
landscape designer to launch the initial plan on Earth Day 2005. Neighbors donated shovels, gloves, 
rototillers, plants, and most importantly, their willingness to get hands dirty for what was truly the celebratory 
genesis of the plan. Planting, mulching, watering, and tending followed over the course of the next several 
months, which saw one of the worst droughts in Chicago history. Dedicated community members and the 
robustness of hardy native plants saved the effort from what could have been a devastatingly arid summer. 
That first-year effort was quite modest, but a partnership with two key local community organizations
architreasures and the Logan Square Neighborhood Association-helped us in the second year to double 
the size of the garden, add an ADA-compliant brick pathway, and continue the beautification and public art 
missions of the project. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

The community had many issues at stake in this project. The site was something of a centerpiece of the 
community, both geographically (the east, west, north, and south parcels of our community come together 
nearby) and symbolically (a historic monument stands adjacent to the site, and our primary public transit 
access points reside here as well). The green space, however, had been untended for years. Neighborhood 
commuters passed by or passed through the space on a daily basis, only to encounter weeds, mud, 
discarded food wrappers, broken beer bottles, and graffiti tags on nearby buildings. Perhaps worse, a 
thriving senior living facility lined this space, so our most longstanding residents had to endure an 
unpleasant view and impassable space as part of their residential experience. 

Cleaning up the site, creating a gathering space, and involving the larger community in something proactive 
became the major objectives of the project. The public art element-the freestanding metal sculptures 
adjacent to what was once a wall lined with gang graffiti-involved both youth and seniors in an 
intergenerational art project that depicts actual residents of our community. The public garden space has 
benefitted from the hands of countless residents and visitors of all ages, cultural backgrounds, and levels of 
ability. This is a true community project that has empowered neighborhood residents to represent 
themselves and re-shape the very landscape they call home. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your 
organization participate in making them? 

As with many projects of this scope, there are never sufficient resources to bring the entire vision to fruition. 
We had hoped to have the entirety of the green space planted with native perennials by the end of the 
summer of 2006. As it stands, perhaps a third of the space remains incomplete. We had also planned for a 
series of tables and benches so that the site would become a true community gathering place for those on 



foot, but we've had to defer these plans for now. Perhaps our greatest compromise was the delay of waist
high planting vessels that would allow the seniors to participate in planting in a way that was physically safe 
and 'comfortable. We continue to pursue various public and private reso\Jrces in hopes of achieving these 
goals. 

In addition, because there are no formal dictates surrounding the future direction of the project, a great deal 
of negotiation among key stakeholders has been required. We've hit a few bumps in the road where perhaps 
it was difficult to achieve consensus on particular elements of the plan. One such example is whether or not 
a fence around the garden might be valuable: some felt this would protect the hard work of the volunteers 
and safeguard the endurance of the plants themselves; others felt this might send a message that the 
garden was out of reach as something to look at rather than to actively engage. Because consensus couldn't 
be reached on this issue, the fence is currently on hold until we can reach a compromise. Mutual respect 
among each allied organization and its members safeguards a productive development process. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

Without question, this project has enhanced the overall community. Not only do commuters enjoy a welcome 
view on their way to the bus or train, but residents and visitors of every stripe are greeted with a vista that 
exemplifies true citizen investment. A site that was once prey to weed infestations, drug deals, and gang 
warfare is now a vision of children at play, scurrying dogs, and public art appreciation. The recent addition of 
pathways allows both the able and differently abled to traverse the space on their way to school, church, and 
our area shops and restaurants. The seniors have joined the effort as stewards of the space, watering and 
weeding, in addition to helping with planting, as they are able. This provides them with a rewarding outdoor 
activity and links them with community members that might not have otherwise encountered. Countless 
commuters, residents, and members of the adjacent Lutheran Church have vocalized their gratitude as they 
walked by during planting days. 

Speaking personally, I want to express the joy I feel walking by this site every day-not only because it's 
beautiful, with its wonderfully inventive sculptures and its garden color palette changing with the shift of 
seasons-but also because it has so seamlessly integrated into our larger public square. It has almost come 
to feel like something unnoticed by the larger community, which I would argue is its greatest achievement. 
To see a commuter alight the train, walk along the path, and call a friend from her cell phone ... or to watch 
a neighbor walk through the space as the dog sniffs at the greenery ... or to exchange pleasantries in 
rudimentary Spanish with the seniors who are catching a bit of sun, or shade, in the space ... these are the 
moments one aspires to. The project has worked to reshape space from something noticed because of its 
detriments to something unnoticed because of its virtues. A community deserves such space to take for 
granted: beautiful and integrative, useful and restorative. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

I can't imagine changing anything about the final manifestation of this project. It is a true example of public 
art, public gardening, and civic engagement coming together. Perhaps there are parts of the process that 
might have been altered to good effect: more clearly delineated roles from the outset so undue burdens 
aren't placed on select individuals, or a concerted effort to place the site in a land trust so it's protected into 
perpetuity. But these are issues we might yet conquer with time. Perhaps the only change for which I would 
passionately advocate is the role of the public sphere. This project has been praised because it depended 
almost solely on community group and volunteer investment. Because the space benefits the larger public, 
and is such a key prong of the local infrastructure, however, I feel we might have advocated more vocally 
and effectively for additional public resources. With a mayor committed to making Chicago the "greenest city 
in America," we might have benefitted from more public assistance. This would have required resources, 
however, that we-as a small core group alongside an ad hoc volunteer structure-might have found 
impossible. Now our extended family of lay gardeners, artists, fund raisers, and appreciators can look with 
pride on the site, realizing this is something we created together. 
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What role ency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements 
made of this project by your agency (e.g. zoning. public participation, public benefits, impact 
statement). 

The 35th Ward Office 'supported the Logan Square lntergenerational Art and Garden 
Project early in its development by negotiating sources of funding and assisting Logan 
Square Neighborhood Association and archi-treasures to negotiate permission from the 
Chicago Transit Authority to use an existing wall for public art. In addition, we supported 
Logan Square Walks in their early efforts to develop the Paseo Prairie Garden. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-otis and compromises were required 
to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The project was intended to improve a part of the community that was neglected, yet 
highly visible. Thousands of commuters pass through this area on a daily basis, some 
arriving to visit Chicago from other cities via O'Hare Airport. As a first impression, the 
public area adjacent to the transit stop was pretty nasty and did not reflect well on our 
community. 

The 35th Ward Office is often in the position of determining how to best allocate limited 
resources and this project was no exception. , 

3. Describe the project's impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. 

The project has brought much needed attention to an area that is heavily trafficked and 
formerly, was a public nuisance. The improvements brought about by the project have 
made this area safer, healthier, and more welcoming to tourists. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this 
project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

The intergenerational aspect of the project was particularly successful. Often in 
communities like ours, young people do not have the opportunity to know and work with 
their elders. This project brought together senior citizens living in a local facility with high 
school students to create something together. It was a very positive experience for all 
involved, and made good use of those in our community who have underutilized time 
and energy to contribute. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 
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The project successfully brought together the diverse constituencies that make up the 
Logan Square community. We are a rapidly gentrifying community and new residents 
are often at odds with those who have lived here for years. This project brought 
everyone together to achieve a common goal. 

It would be wonderful if the project could be expanded to include other nearby areas in 
need of attention. 
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1. hat role did you or your organization play in the development of this project: Describe the 
scope of involvement. 

archi-treasures is an arts based community building organization with the mission of 
raising community involvement in the urban landscape. We partner artists, architects 
and designers with community groups in order to develop public space for community 
use. All of our projects are developed in partnership with a strong community based 
organization. The Logan Square lntergenerational Art and Garden Project was 
developed in partnership with Logan Square Neighborhood Association (LSNA), one of 
Chicago's oldest and most successful community organizations. 

archi-treasures functioned as developer of the project in a non-traditional sense, working 
to implement a community vision from the very beginning. That vision was articulated by 
Rosita de Ia Rosa, lntergenerational Organizer for LSNA , who approached archi
treasures in 2002 to discuss a partnership. Rosita recognized the important role that the 
arts can play in developing community. She envisioned the transformation of a bleak 
and garbage-ridden corner of Logan Square into a colorful, culturally vibrant place that 
could be enjoyed by the seniors living in nearby Logan Vistas Elderly Apartments as well 
as hundreds of commuters who pass through on a daily basis in order to travel via the 
Chicago Transit Authority's underground rail to O'Hare Airport. 

archi-treasures, with the support of LSNA, took the lead on raising funds to support the 
project. , which took 2 years. In early spring of 2005 we secured enough funding to 
proceed with Phase 1 of the project. We distributed a job description for project artist 
and began recruiting youth from a local high school to work on the project. In May we 
held a design workshop at Norwegian Lutheran Church that was attended by 
approximately 30 community residents and artists. Rosita and myself introduced the 
project's goals and a local historian talked about the historical significance of the site. 
Small teams conducted site assessments then brainstormed designs. The creative 
energy in the room was palpable. 

This auspicious start was continued as a team of 6 seniors and 6 high school students 
came together to work with artist Stuart Keeler and Rosita. The team occupied the site 
itself for six weeks, working outdoors to develop their ideas, interview residents and 
commuters, construct and paint the figurative elements of the piece. archi-treasures 
managed the project, negotiated site permissions, and worked closely with the artistic 
team to insure community input and integrity. 

In June of 2006 the art project was installed and inaugurated with a fabulous celebration 
that included a performance by the Kelvyn Park High School Steel Band, a blessing by 



the pastor of the Norwegian Lutheran Church, and speeches by our Alderman, Rey 
, Colon, along with funders and other officials. 

During the same time Logan Square Walks, a local advocacy group for active living, 
started a native prairie garden adjacent to the wall sculpture. In spring of 2006, archi
treasures joined efforts with the group in order to further develop the garden, primarily by 
organizing volunteer efforts. Twelve volunteer workdays were facilitated and supported 
by archi-treasures, which provided tools and other essentials. 

Our goal is to add a seating area to the garden in 2007. 

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

Because of the slow progress that we made in our fund raising efforts, we compromised 
by elongating the time frame for the project. Initially we had hoped to complete both the 
art and garden aspects in one year. 

A second compromise resulted from our negotiations with the Chicago Transit Authority 
(CTA) for permission to use the wall upon which the sculpture is installed. The approval 
process took over 6 months causing us to delay the installation of the sculpture, which 
was completed in August of 2005, until May of 2006. For archi-treasures, this was a 
major compromise because our goal is to build a sense of community pride and 
ownership by engaging residents in planning, design, implementation and celebration of 
a project. It is critical that the timeline for the phases of project development proceed in 
a timely fashion so that residents can experience the results of their investment as 
directly and immediately as possible. As it was, the teenagers and seniors who worked 
on the project did not experience the full impact of their work until June, 2006 even 
though they completed their work in August, 2005. 

3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

The project was financed by contributions from USC/Chicago New Communities 
Program, After School Matters, the Illinois Arts Council, the Illinois Department of Health 
and Human Services, Logan Square Neighborhood Association, and Hispanic Housing 
Development Corporation. In addition we received donations and in-kind services from 
Banco Popular, Norwegian Lutheran Church, Mindfield, Logan Square Walks, Grounds 
for Growth, EcoChicago, and others. Hundreds of volunteers from throughout the 
community helped work in the garden and we also had the help of ex-offenders from the 
Safer Foundation and students from the University of Chicago. 

4. How did the economic impacts of this project on the community compare with or differ from 
other projects you have been involved in? 

The project provided jobs for youth and seniors. 

5. What about this project would be instructive to other developers? 

archi-treasures' process maximizes community participation in project development, thus 
creating places that have real meaning for residents. Examples of community 
participation in the Logan Square lntergenerational Art and Garden Project include: 

• local students employed during 6 weeks summer job program 
• senior citizens received stipend to work with youth 
• local residents and commuters participated in audio interviews 



• youth and other residents posed for figures that were fabricated from cut 
steel 

• project fulfilled goals of community plan 
• local artists, landscape designers, musicians volunteered 
• cross cultural exchange promoted when Latino seniors worked together 

with Norwegian church members 
• neighborhood businesses donated food for celebration (bank, bakery and 

restaurants) · 
• Alderman helped to raise funds for project 
• Project timeline features historic information, contemporary quotes and 

· neighborhood drawings 
• Garden is planted with native Illinois plants 

6. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

This project provides and excellent model for community participation. However, the 
bureaucratic model adopted by the CTA is based on public art practices that are 
antithetical, even detrimental to the effectiveness of a community based process. 
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Recorded interviews of over ISO people activate the space with a new history and 
complex urban weave of change. 

Have you ever witnes ed a Norwegian enior ci tizen in a broken English con ersation 
with another from Latin America trying to communicate the fru !rations of a neglected 
public space? Often times the role of the arti tin the public realm i translating the 
complexi ties of a neighborhood site desperately in need of transi tion and new life. 

Is i.t public art or is it socially based art actions in public space? We are all familiar with 
how's and why's of how strong contemporary design activates the public realm, however 
it is the actions that create and built memorable spaces that the ambience moving forward 
to make the "sense of place" The myriad of questions which open up a dialogical enquiry 
about La Pared and La Pa co are complex, intere ling examples of uccess \J here 
failure could have imparted a new history. However, the project was and continue to this 
day to be exciting, fresh and invigorating to the community who own the uccess. 

The site was complex, the location is a "to and from' to the underground CTA train 
station. Pedestrians come and go all day into the night. The site was a favorite for Drug 
and Gang use as well a the occasional ex Industry worker. With that srud,public space 
is for all - however how the space is used and respected by all is important to this topic. 
The ite was radically altered with the spirit of the place. The Art was in the process. as 
well as the final result, and continues to thi day. What is not seen or felt in a photograph 
is the above-mentioned pirit of this site. This is a truly special place where miracles 
happened between culture and class, race and age. The site was difficult, the agencies 
involved having their own agendas, and the people of the communi ty supportive and 
visionary, this is art in public space. 

Complex problem solving info rms the ftnal design impact to the site. The site is between 
two busy streets; the automobile is identi fied as a viewer with the color composition of 
the culptural mural. Visual standpoint of art and garden elements support a layered 
animation of the space. The goal was to connect the circulation systems throughout the 
plaza as a way fi nding, as well as sequential new walki ng experience is successful. There 
is meaning from a quick pedestrian glance. a well with intimate detail with the history 
memory panels. The larger urban design gesture adds a symbol, a memorable icon to 



those just passing through, or those who walk by daily are offered an opportunity to own 
the space in a daily passage. Permission, meetings and endless introductions to passerby 
afforded a new support system into ideas of social sustainability. An unusual 
collaboration ensued with new participants coming forward almost daily expressing 
offers to help, learn and become involved. The space was changing with the presence of 
making change, and being inclusive with community and neighbor as part of each 
process. 

The challenge of working with a mixed response from a community, which speaks many 
languages, as well as has an important historical component to understand. How does a 
neighborhood undergoing rapid gentrification still maintain its history and its people 
without becoming another bland, beige and boring experience of the American 
vernacular? How can the space be a place for all, inclusive of occupation or cultural 
status? Through the understanding of the wisdom of the Senior Citizens I learned the 
empowerment of socially based ideas and 'exercise" which could transform the people of 
the place, with experiences AND objects. The objects andnesign-stay, however the 
experiences impart an emotional and spiritual montage over the space. 

The sound -audio sculptures are an interesting collaboration with over 15 people 
involved to bring to fruition with sound artist Gordon Kununel. The 5 Youth and Senior 
Citizens worked for over one month to interview the pedestrians coming and .going from 
the CT A underground train station. The sound brings people together, cause for thought 
and a momentary gesture in the daily happenings. A woven poem composed of a 
multitude o£ languages, cultures and ideas about Logan Square came to a new 
understanding, what was "known" was challenged, what was once challenging or "new'' 
became a new territory for conversation with long time residents meetigg new citizens of 
the community. Something was happening with the project, and we knew, or all felt that 
something was being transformed, not only the Space- but also the space of the minds 
and emotions of the people of Logan Square. The sound is an interesting experience, it is 
sensor activated.liy pedestrian movement. The sensors are located within the interior of 
the figures mounted on the wall. 'The soi.UKI.is poetie;iight, melodious as well as qmies a 
sense of place to this location . .' Oddly enough; with the-iss00ior1Jub!ic.art and vandalism 
in the area, the sound is Still in operation- not vandalized- anditha!i'lieen since--June 
when the sculptures were installed. The sound is a spring and sununer operation, in 
addition to the trellis vines that grow to surround the figures: What was once a harsh, 
bitter and unrefined space is now memOJ:able, activated in many ways 1jl;itcause 
celebration and pause for:resi'aent, tourist or the once in alifeti!Jle visitor. 

')!'· ·"' ,_,. -·-..•. 
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e development of this project? 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 



What role did you play in the development of this project? 

The Logan Square Neighborhood Association (LSNA) is a non-profit, multi-issue community organization that has worked 
in the communities of Logan Square, Avondale, and Lathrop for 44 years. In 2003, LSNA became the Lead Agency in 
Logan Square for the New Communities Program, which is a comprehensive community planning program initiated by the 
Local Initiatives Support Corporation with funding from the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. LSNA spent 
eighteen months leading the community planning process, which involved meetings, focus groups, charettes and hundreds 
of one-on-one interviews with residents and other community stakeholders. The Intergenerational Art Project was one of 
our early action items that emerged as a response to Strategy 7.4: Undertake Public Arts Projects and Strategy 8.5: 
Connect young and old, organize seniors and help them get needed services. 

Archi-treasures was the lead on the Intergenerational Art Project, but LSNA has had a large role as well. One of our 
organizers, Rosita de Ia Rosa, made critical connections with several institutions that went on to have a play a strong part in 
the project. Senior Citizens from the Logan Vista Elderly Apartments worked with the artist on the designs and the 
community interviews and surveys, as did high school students from Kelvyn Park and other area schools. The Norwegian 
Church, right next to the installation, provided work and meeting space all summer and periodically throughout the project 
period and now has a stronger relationship with Logan Vista Apartments, who are their next-door neighbors. Rosita 
dedicated most of one summer working with the artist, the youth and the seniors on a daily basis and also participated in the 
project planning, implementation and evaluation. 

LSNA, through its connection to the New Communities Program, also helped archi-treasures secure funding for the project 
from LISC and from the Illinois Department of Human Services as part of their prevention programs. 

Describe the impact that this project has had on your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The project is located at the main Logan Square "El" stop in the heart of Logan Square, along 
Milwaukee Avenue. This project has had a huge impact on the community in two ways- community 
building and beautifYing Milwaukee Avenue. 

I) Community Building: many, many people have been engaged in this project- youth, seniors, new 
residents, old residents, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Anglos, Norwegians. We have built relationships in 
new ways. We have also built relationships with businesses in the community that had not prior to this 
project had not been very involved, like Banco Popular. After the first phase was completed, people 
continued to remain involved and came out to become involved in the second phase as well. 

2) Beautification: The Logan Square "El" stop sees more foot traffic than any other part of the 
community. Before the mural and garden, it was an overgrown, weedy and dismal place to pass 
through. It looked somewhat desolate, even against the vibrancy of some of the businesses. However, 
now the landscape is beginning to be completely transformed and many people have commented on 
how much better the corner looks. It is especially rewarding because there are community interviews 
and histories interspersed with the silhouettes so that as people enjoy the beauty they can also learn 
more about the history and people of the area. 



What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of this project? Did 
you participate in making them? 

The trade-offs and compromises that LSNA made during the development of the project revolved 
around time and money. 

1) It was very difficult to get this project funded. LISC does not provide full funding of projects and 
the timing was such that another possible funding source wasn't feasible. As a result, we had to scale 
back our plans and divide the project into phases- the mural first and then later the garden and 
hardscape elements. LSNA worked closely with archi-treasures throughout that process to figure out 
how we could do the project with less money. We ended up not hiring as many youth to work on it 
during the summer. We were able to eventually do the garden and hardscape but it took place during a 
different time period and it meant that during that piece not as many youth participated. 

2) LSNA provided almost a full-time staff person for the project during the most intense creation and 
development phases of the work. When LSNA's executive director agreed that LSNA would be a 
partner in the project, she did not realize exactly the amount of time it would require. During that 
period during the summer, our prevention organizer did not focus on many other aspects of her work. 

What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Most Successful: 
-Community Building: as mentioned above, this project brought many aspects of the community 
together. 
-Beautification: again, as mentioned above, this project beautified and created a much positive energy 
around a highly visible area in the community that was previously pretty desolate. 
-Partnerships: Many institutional partnerships were strengthened through the process between LSNA 
and archi-treasures, between archi-treasures and Logan Vistas, between these groups and Logan 
Square Walks and the Norwegian Church next to the site. 

Least Successful: 
-Timeliness: The complex negotiations that had to occur with the Chicago Transit Authority delayed 
the installation of the project for many months. For the immediate stakeholders and participants, this 
was a frustrating delay and some people lost some energy as they waited for the installation. 



Cuentos En La Pared 
2005-2006 

Logan Square CTA Station 
Kedzie Blvd. & Milwaukee Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60647 

Cuentos en Ia Pared, or "Story on 
the Wall," is a public art project 
that takes place both on the wall 
and off the wall. The project has 
three components: a sculptural 
wall relief, hand painted wooden 
figures distributed throughout 
the community, and an 
interactive audio piece. The 
artwork was designed and 
fabricated by an 
intergenerational team of six 
senior citizens from Logan Vistas 
Apartments and six local high 
school students. 

Cuentos en Ia Pared gives the 
Logan Square neighborhood a 
voice: silhouettes of ten Logan 
Square residents stroll across the 
wall while an audio interview of 
over 130 local inhabitants 
sounds off engaging 
pedestrians with multilingual 
facts about the Logan Square 
neighborhood. 
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Logan Square is a work of mi 
Artist Stuart Keeler carries a wooden figure Sunday during installation of "Cuentos en Ia Pared/Story on the Wall," 

a mural outside the CTA station at Kedzic and Milwaukee Avenues in Logan Square. The mural was created hy 

teenagers and senior citizens. Recorded voices in the artwork tell stories of some of the people who Jive in the 

neighborhood. "What we are trying to do is a make a social place," KeO'ler sa>•s. 
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